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In a Few Moments... You will have Access to 20 PSD & JPG Header Graphics Volume #2 with Full

Master Resale Rights All Headers are designed for Niche Sites, Wordpress, Blogger Blogs or any other

type of site. Please Note: All 20 Headers are 720x120. They are in PSD and JPG formats (Texts included

are editable with GIMP or Photoshop). "Imagine All The Time You Will Save By Having These Headers

Created For You Already...." The only thing you need to do is edit the text and place on your pages.

Hurry! Get Your Package Below! Only 50 Packages are Available! Full Master Resale Rights "Here's

Exactly What You'll Receive...." 20 Header Graphics -- JPG and PSD Formats (Value $300) You will

receive a total of 20 BRAND NEW header graphics in PSD Formats to be edited as you wish. Each one

comes with editable text. Sales and Thank you download pages (Value $200) This same sales letter that

you can edit as you wish including the 3D Image box you see above and the download thank you page.

20 Header Graphics Volume 2 would sell fine for $97. And the extra stuff I will throw in are worth $500 by

themselves - conservatively. But you won't pay anything close to that. You'll pay ONLY $7 for everything

I've told you about here. HURRY! Click the Button At The Right to BUY this Package NOW! Sincerely,

TRACY YATES LICENSE You can edit the header image using PSD editor as you wish. [YES] Can be

packaged. (as long as the package is sold and not free) [YES] Can be offered as a bonus. (as long as the

main package is sold and not free) [YES] Can be added to paid membership sites. [YES] Can sell Resale

Rights. [YES] Can sell Master Resale Rights. [YES] Can resell the product. [NO] Can be given away.

[NO] Can be offered or sold through auction sites.
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